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Location of major a strength in ' C at 10.75 MeV
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Strong selectivity for populating a doublet of states at 10.75 MeV in "C has been observed in the
Be( Li, d)' C reaction. The spectroscopic strength to other states is a factor 10 less than that ob-

served at 10.75 MeV. Narrow peaks are observed also at 13.41 and 14.12 MeV. The —+ state at 9.5
MeV is weakly populated here in contrast to ' B( Li, 'He)' C, where it and the 10.75 MeV states are
both strongly excited. The large 10.75 MeV spectroscopic strength is not consistent with a 1p-shell
origin for these states.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The nucleus ' C continues to be an important testing
ground for both nuclear structure ideas and reaction
theories. The finding' that pion inelastic scattering to the
9.5 MeV state in ' C yields the predicted free neutron ~
to ~+ scattering strength rekindled interest in the struc-
ture of the higher-lying states in ' C. Extreme selectivity
for the population of states in ' C is observed in 135 MeV
(p,p') (Ref. 2) and ' C(p, ~+), with the latter reaction
strongly populating the 9.5 MeV state and then a peak at
21.4 MeV, while (p,p') weakly excites the 9.50, but
strongly excites the 21.4 MeV state. Inelastic electron
scattering displays similar selectivity to (p,p').

The present work, Be( Li,d), was undertaken to pro-
vide information on possible e-cluster structure in ' C.
The importance of complementary reaction studies was
shown for the nucleus ' C with the reaction
' B( Li, He)' C giving a clear signature that the 9.5
MeV state was of high spin, and therefore corroborating
the initial pion inelastic scattering assignment' of —', + to
this state. The principal goal of the present work was to
investigate states above 8 MeV in ' C and to determine if
there is any concentration of n strength in ' C. The rela-
tively high a+ Be threshold of 10'.65 MeV means that
four particle transfer reactions must be used to accom-
plish this goal.

The reactions ( Li,d) and (d, Li) have been extensively
used to establish the a spectroscopic structure of light nu-
clei, and the successful interpretation of the transfer
data with structure calculations have shown these reac-
tions to be useful for obtaining relative a strengths in a
nucleus. In the present work, angular distributions have
been measured for the 9Be( Li, d)' C reaction. Alpha
spectroscopic factors have been obtained for these data
by comparing finite-range DWBA calculations to the
data. The a strength in ' C is concentrated in a doublet
of states at 10.75 MeV that are reached via L =2
transfer. The structure of these states is probably outside
a 1p-shell basis .

The 32 MeV Li beams needed for the experiment were
produced by extracting Li from an inverted sputter
source and then stripping and accelerating the beam with
the F.S.U. Super FN Tandem Van de Graaff. The target
was a self-supporting Be foil of thickness 140 pg/cm .
Several detector combinations were used in the AEXE
counter telescopes to allow different excitation regions in
' C to be studied with optimum resolution. A typical
combination was a 150 pm Si surface-barrier AE detector
followed by a 5 mm Si(Li) E counter cooled to —20'C.
The target condition was monitored by a 300 pm Si
surface-barrier detector.

For the separation of the particle groups, AE XE plots
were formed and the different mass groups were gated to
produce the energy spectra. A typical spectrum is shown
in Fig. 1. The resolution was about 110 keV. As can be
seen, extremely selective population of states in ' C up to
14 MeV in excitation is observed. The 10.75+10.81
MeV doublet is strongly excited, while the 9.5 MeV ( —,'+ )

state is weak. The latter state is strongly excited' in
(p, m. ) and ~ +' C, whereas the 10.75+10.81 doublet is
weakly excited in these reactions. The reaction
' B( Li, He) excites both the 9.5 and 10.75 MeV doublet
with the 9.5 MeV state being stronger than the 10.75
MeV doublet. A spectrum and angular distributions for
the Be( Li,d) reaction have been reported for a Li en-
ergy of 23.8 MeV. The peak at 10.8 MeV is aIso observed
to be the strongest in that spectrum although the selec-
tivity of the reaction is not as great as observed here.

The mass 13 compilation shows that the peak ob-
served at about 10.75 MeV can be composed of a doublet
whose member states would be 10.753 ( —', , I =55 keV)
and 10.818 [(—', ), I =24 keV]. To determine the energy
of the strong peak at 10.75 MeV a separate run was
made. Spectra were taken with a target that contained 30
pg/cm Be and 5 pg/cm ' C, so that the '2C( Li, d)' O
states would provide additional calibration points. The
result was that the centroid of the peak was 10.75
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FIG. l. Experimental spectrum for the Be( Li, d) "C reac-
tion.

III. ANALYSIS

To determine the transition strengths and the
transferred orbital angular momenta, exact finite-range
DWBA calculations were carried out assuming a one-step
a-transfer process with the computer code DwUcK5. '

MeV+18 keV. However, the width of the peak after re-
moval of the 70 keV experimental resolution in this run
was 130 keV, so that either a new state is being formed
or, more likely, both members of the 10.753 and 10.818
MeV doublet are populated. This mixed target also en-
sured that misidentification of the ' C peaks with those
from [' C( Li, d)]' 0 did not occur.

A doublet is observed at around 12 MeV in Be( Li,d)
whose peaks have widths that are consistent with pro-
posed —,

' strength at 11.85 MeV and a —,
' state at 12.13

MeV. A moderately strong peak has been observed in
both (vr, ~') (Ref. 1) and (p,p') (Refs. 2 and 10) at about
11.85 MeV that is a proposed ( —', +, —,'+) doublet. Since

(p,p') only very weakly excites the 9.9 and 10.75 MeV
states, which have large cx spectroscopic strengths, prob-
ably a new state is seen in the inelastic scattering that is
relatively narrow and does not appear in the present ' C
compilation.

Angular distributions for the Be( Li,d)' C reaction
were taken from 0&,b=6' to 50 in 2. 5 increments at

Ei,b( Li) =32 MeV. The absolute cross section was

determined by comparing the elastic scattering taken
with the present setup to previously reported results. "
The uncertainty in the absolute cross section is about
15%.

The optical-model parameters used for the construction
of the entrance- and exit-channel distorted waves are list-
ed in Table I. For the Li+ Be entrance channel, the pa-
rameters were taken from the elastic scattering analysis
of Cook and Kemper. " These parameters have yielded
good descriptions of other reaction data. The d +' C op-
tical parameters of Newman et al. ' were used in the exit
channel. The d +' C data were also reanalyzed to deter-
mine if a different optical parameter set could be found
which gave an equivalent fit to the d + ' C data as the
Newman et al. ' parameters and a superior description
of the ( Li, d) data. None was found.

The alpha and the deuteron in Li were assumed to be
bound in a relative 1s state, in a Woods-Saxon potential
of depth V =79.9 MeV, radius R = 1.9 fm, and
diffuseness a =0.65 fm. ' The single-particle
configuration for the system ( Be+a) was taken to be
(Op) for the negative parity states and (Op) (Od) for the
positive parity states, except for the —,

'+ first excited state,
for which a configuration (Op) (ls) was considered. The
Woods-Saxon potential binding the Be and the o; particle
had a radius of R =2.76 fm and diffuseness a =0.65 fm,
while the depth was adjusted so that it reproduced the
separation energy of the e particle in the various excited
states. The 10.7S MeV state is unbound by 100 keV but
in the analysis here it was assumed that the state was
bound by 100 keV.

In cases where only one I. value contributes to the
transition, the DWBA cross section was normalized to
the data to extract the spectroscopic strength. In the
more usual case, more than one I. value contributed to
the experimental cross section so that a linear combina-
tion of the DWBA cross sections for each transition was
formed and the coe%cients representing different
transfers were varied to give the best fit to the data.

The results of the DWBA calculations with the param-
eters presented here were typically of the same order of
magnitude as the data, but, as has been reported exten-
sively earlier, the magnitude of the calculated cross sec-
tion was found to vary drastically with the choice of the
optical-model parameters used and the radius of the
bound-state wave function, thus excluding any possibility
of extracting realistic absolute spectroscopic strengths.

The experimental angular distributions and corre-
sponding calculations are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The
description of the data except for the strong 10.75 MeV
doublet is in general poor, especially for the positive pari-
ty states. The combined 3.68( —', )+3.85( —,'+) data are
displayed as well as the resolved data at four angles. The
angular region for the better resolution data was chosen
because the L =0 and L = 1 contributions are maximum,

TABLE I. Optical-model parameters' for the DWBA calculations.

Channel

'I.i+'Be
d+ "C

V
(MeV)

174.0
92.41

rR

(fm)

1.22
1.038

ag
(fm)

0.75
0.79

8
(MeV)

5.84

8 '=48D
(MeV)

39.0

rr
(fm)

2.81
1.426

a
(fm)

0.63
0.693

(fm)

2.34
1.3

Ref.
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allowing the spectroscopic factors for these states and I.
transfers to be found. Table II gives the spectroscopic
factors found from the present analysis. A comparison is
also made for the negative parity states with the a spec-
troscopic factors computed for the 1p shell by Kurath. '

While the ratio of the —,', ground and —,', 3.68 MeV
states are in reasonable agreement, neither the 9.9 MeV

nor 10.75 MeV —,'+(—', ) states appear to correlate
with the 1p-shell-basis hypothesis for these o, transfers.

Other peaks appear in the spectrum of Fig. 1 which
correspond to narrow states reported earlier in Be(a, n)
and (a, a) works. ' ' The presence of a narrow state at
13.42 MeV observed in Be(a,a) is confirmed. Its pro-
posed assignment' of —', is supported by the featureless
angular distribution shown in Fig. 2, but the I transfer is
not characteristic enough to yield more detailed con-
clusions. The width of the peak at 14.13 MeV is broader
than that of the 13.41, showing that both the —', and —',
states reported at 14.11 and 14.16 MeV in ' C are excit-
ed.

In summary, the present work has investigated the
Be( Li, d)' C reaction. The major a+ Be strength in

' C is located in the 10.75+10.81 MeV states. Compar-
isons between the derived spectroscopic factors and those
with a shell-model (Op) basis show that this strength
arises from higher orbits. The results of recent electron
scattering to states in ' C suggest that the 9.9 MeV ( —', )

state has the configuration (Op) (lsOd) and suggests this
same configuration for the states at 10.75 MeV. '

FIG. 3. Same as for Fig. 2.

TABLE II. Spectroscopic strengths for Be+a~' C.

Z. (MeV)

0.0
3.09
3.68
3.85

6.86

9.50
9.90

10.75
+

10.82

1—
2

+
2
3
2
5+
2
5+
2

9+
2
3
2

2

+
( —', )

2

1

0
1

1

3
3
0
2
2

SL (exp)'

1.9
2.3
1.7
1.4
0.19
0.38
0.55
7.2
1.45

24.6

SL (th)

0.41

0.24

0.003
0.002
0.047

'The spectroscopic factor for a+d ~ Li was taken to be 0.69.
Ref. 15.

Large-angle elastic scattering between light nuclei that
differ by an a particle, such as Li+ "B ' ' N+' 8
and C+ Be, tends to have a much larger cross section

13 9 21

than between non-o. pairs such as Li+ ' C. ' Generally,
calculations are carried out for the a-particle differing
pairs that describe the large-angle cross section as a sum
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of elastic scattering and an n-transfer reaction. The o.
transfer is assumed to take place between the ground
states of the interacting nuclei. In the case of ' C+ Be, it
is clear that one must include the contribution from the
10.75 MeV peak and perhaps this is true for all of the o
pairs studied to date. The failure to include virtual o.
transfer to excited states could be the reason for the rela-
tively poor description of the large-angle cross sec-
tions, ' ' although the relatively weak excitation of the
10.8 MeV states in ' C(p, p'j makes the importance of
this process in Be+ ' C scattering dificult to assess
without detailed calculations. The importance of inelas-

tic virtual transitions to unbound levels has been demon-
strated through coupled-channels calculations of
vector-polarized Li and Li elastic scattering. The possi-
ble contribution of virtual o;-particle transfer to elastic
scattering needs to be investigated also.
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